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Abstract—Wearable sensors can measure head impact fre-
quency and magnitude in football players. Our goal was to
quantify the impact detection rate and validity of the
direction and peak kinematics of two wearable sensors: a
helmet system (HITS) and a mouthguard system (X2). Using
a linear impactor, modified Hybrid-III headform and one
helmet model, we conducted 16 impacts for each system at 12
helmet sites and 5 speeds (3.6–11.2 m/s) (N = 896 tests).
Peak linear and angular accelerations (PLA, PAA), head
injury criteria (HIC) and impact directions from each device
were compared to reference sensors in the headform. Both
sensors detected ~96% of impacts. Median angular errors for
impact directions were 34� for HITS and 16� for X2. PLA,
PAA and HIC were simultaneously valid at 2 sites for HITS
(side, oblique) and one site for X2 (side). At least one
kinematic parameter was valid at 2 and 7 other sites for HITS
and X2 respectively. Median relative errors for PLA were 7%
for HITS and -7% for X2. Although sensor validity may
differ for other helmets and headforms, our analyses show
that data generated by these two sensors need careful
interpretation.

Keywords—Head impact, Wearable sensors, Validity, Accel-

eration, Concussion, Football.

INTRODUCTION

Head impacts in football can cause concus-
sions.10,13,25,32,35 Research on the mechanics of these
head impacts can improve player safety through rule
changes, behavior changes, better equipment, and

better on-field identification of potentially injurious
impacts. To achieve these goals, valid methods of
measuring the direction and severity of on-field head
impacts are needed.

Concussion is a transient disturbance of brain
function induced by biomechanical forces from a direct
or indirect blow to the head.16 Impact-induced head
motion generates neural tissue strains3,15 that increase
with greater impact severity.19,40,43,45 Strain magnitude
also varies with impact direction,40,43 likely because of
the shape of the brain/cranial cavity and stress con-
centrations created by structures like the blood vessels
and dural folds.12,30,40 If high enough, these neural
tissue strains can cause transient changes in neuronal
function.2,11,22 Helmet design, shape, and construction
affect head kinematics37 and thus can also affect strain
magnitude.

The magnitude and direction of impact-induced
head motions are determined by the magnitude,
direction and location of both the external force
applied to the helmet and the internal reaction forces
and moments applied by the neck to the base of skull.41

Although these reactions are hard to measure, the
resulting linear and angular head accelerations un-
iquely describe their net effect on the head, and thus
are useful for quantifying concussion risk.

Wearable devices exist for measuring the head’s
linear and angular acceleration during an impact.
These devices vary in design, but typically consist of
multiple accelerometers and/or angular rate sensors
built into or adhered to a helmet, mouthguard, ear-
plug, skullcap, chinstrap or skin.5,9,17,21,29,35 Validation
data for some of these devices exist,1,4,5,18,24,35 but each
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of these studies had one or more of the following
limitations: the helmet was smaller than recommended
by the helmet manufacturer; only 4–6 primarily cen-
troidal impact sites were used; some impact sites
associated with concussion (e.g., crown)14,36 were not
tested; impact speeds were below the average associ-
ated with concussion (9.3 ± 1.9 m/s)32; the number of
repeated tests was relatively low and only one sample
of the device was tested; and the analyses generally
focused on amplitude data pooled across multiple
impact sites. Our goal was to quantify the validity of
two wearable devices, a helmet-based system and a
mouthguard-based system, using a wide range of im-
pact sites and speeds, and multiple samples of each
device. In addition to assessing the validity of both the
direction and amplitude reported by the devices, we
also quantified the number of times the sensors missed
impacts. For our purposes, validity is defined as the
degree to which a test system measures what the ref-
erence system measures.

METHODS

Two wearable sensors that were commercially
available at the time and made direct contact with the
head were tested: the Head Impact Telemetry System
(HITS, Simbex, Lebanon, NH; Riddell, Rosemont, IL)
and the X2 mouthguard (X2 Biosystems, Seattle, WA).
HITS has 6 linear accelerometers within an MxEn-
coder (mass 256 g) that fit into a football helmet liner
and computes head impact kinematics.4,7 For this
study, HITS was installed into Riddell Revolution
Speed helmets (size large) fitted with a facemask
(Riddell model 94914LW-V) and chinstrap (Riddell
model R45747 3P). Total helmet mass including HITS
was 2.07 kg. HITS computes various parameters,
including peak resultant linear acceleration (PLA) and
angular acceleration (PAA) of the head’s center of
gravity (COG), the head injury criterion (HIC), and
the azimuth and elevation of the impact site. HITS
does not measure angular acceleration about the ver-
tical axis and estimates angular acceleration about the
horizontal axes from the horizontal linear acceleration
components and an assumed rotation point 0.1543 m
below the head COG.36 A 40 ms, 1 kHz trace of the
resultant linear acceleration can be exported.

The X2 system has a 3-axis linear accelerometer and
a 3-axis angular rate sensor embedded in a plastic
mouthguard (mass 21.5 g). Mouthguards were cus-
tom-fit to the headform’s upper dentition using the
same vacuum-forming process used for fitting players.
Accelerations are sampled at 1 kHz, whereas angular
rates are sampled at 800 Hz, interpolated to 1 kHz, fil-
tered, and differentiated to generate angular acceleration.

Linear acceleration is resolved to the head’s COG
using rigid body kinematics. X2 computes various
parameters, including PLA, PAA, HIC and the azi-
muth and elevation of the direction of PLA. It pro-
vides 100 ms traces for each linear and angular sensor
channel. This specific version of the X2 mouthguard is
no longer commercially available; however, we
understand that X2 and other companies are devel-
oping similar mouthguards and therefore these tests
provide general insight into how these devices can
perform.

Both devices were set to trigger when any linear
accelerometer exceeded 10 g. Both devices wirelessly
transmit data to dedicated base stations, display it on a
computer screen, and then upload it to dedicated
central servers for backup and cleansing using pro-
prietary algorithms. In this study we focused exclu-
sively on a cleansed data set. The parameters generated
by HITS and the X2 were compared to those calcu-
lated from a 3-2-2-2 array of linear accelerometers
(Endevco 7264B-2000 g, San Juan Capistrano, CA)
installed in a compact cluster (rx = ry = 34 mm,
rz = 27 mm) in a modified load-sensing headform
(MLSH) based on the 50th percentile male Hybrid III
headform.42,44 Accelerometer data were acquired at
10 kHz with hardware anti-aliasing filters prior to
digitization (SAE Channel Class 1000).

Impact tests were performed on a horizontal linear
impactor (Biokinetics and Associates Ltd., Ottawa,
ON). The MLSH was mounted on a 50th percentile
male Hybrid III neck, which was mounted to a sliding
table (combined head/neck/table mass 23.5 kg). The
helmeted headform was struck by a 14 kg impactor
fitted with a 36 mm thick, 127 mm diameter vinyl ni-
trile pad and a rigid plastic cap with a spherical radius
of 127 mm to simulate the striking player and hel-
met.34 Helmets were fit to the MLSH according to the
manufacturer’s instructions over 2 layers of nylons.
The crown and side/back liner pads were vented to
atmosphere and then re-inflated to ~14 kPa (2 psi)
prior to each test. Large cheek pads (32 mm thick
compared to the regular 25 mm thickness) were used to
account for the narrower cheeks of the Hybrid III
headform compared to the NOCSAE headform6 and
these pads remained at atmospheric pressure. The
MLSH’s mandible was designed to more closely match
the normal human chin location,44 thereby correcting
the jaw differences between the Hybrid III and NOC-
SAE headforms.6 X2 mouthguards were fit over the
upper dentition and held in place by the chinstrap
force transmitted through the mandible. The mandible
was not further clamped or restricted from its side-to-
side or protraction/retraction range of motion.44 No
fluid was added at the mouthguard/dentition interface
to simulate saliva. A custom jig was used to identically



set all chinstraps to a length that provided a snug fit.
When fully installed, inflated and positioned relative to
the nose using an index gage, the helmet did not move
relative to the headform when the facemask was vig-
orously pulled sideways. During testing, the helmet
came off during one 11.2 m/s facemask impact. None
of the mouthguards were dislodged from the upper
dentition during testing.

Twelve helmet sites were tested (Fig. 1): forehead
(FH), front boss (FB), side (SD), rear boss (RB), low
rear (RR), high rear (HR), crown (CR), facemask
(FM), jaw pad (JP), oblique (OB) and two eccentric
sites (E1, E2). The impactor initially struck the face-
mask at the FM, FB and JP sites. Ten impacts were
nominally centroidal, i.e., the impactor’s axis passed
near a vertical axis through the headform’s COG. For
the E1 and E2 sites, the impactor struck the helmet in
the mediolateral direction ahead (E1) and behind (E2)
the headform’s COG. Five impact speeds were tested:
3.6, 5.5, 7.4, 9.3 and 11.2 m/s. These represent the
mean, ±1, 22 and 23 standard deviations of the

closing speed for reconstructed NFL impacts
(9.3 ± 1.9 m/s).41 Only the 4 lower speeds were tested
at CR (to limit axial neck compression) and JP (to
limit a direct blow to the mandible). Initial tests to HR
at 9.3 m/s broke the HITS sensors, and thus only the 3
lower speeds were tested at this site. Tests outside a
speed tolerance of ±0.1 m/s were repeated.

Sixteen impacts (8 per lab) were performed at each
impact site (n = 12) and speed (n = 3 for HR; n = 4
for CR/JP; n = 5 for other sites) yielding a total of 896
impacts. Eight different samples of each sensor and 8
different helmets were used in each of two laboratories
(Biokinetics and Associates Ltd., Ottawa, ON and
Southern Impact Research Center, Rockville, TN).
Facemasks and chinstraps were replaced after FM, FB
and JP impacts of 7.3 m/s and higher. Tests were
blocked by impact site and speed to improve repeata-
bility. Tests were separated by ‡5 min, and repeat tests
on the same helmet were separated by ‡20 min. Tests
were repeated for laboratory errors (e.g., over/under
speed, no trigger signal, leaking helmet liner pads) and

FIGURE 1. Photographs of the twelve impact sites.



for experimenter-related sensor issues (e.g., dead bat-
teries, damaged sensors). Tests were not repeated for
impact related issues (e.g., chinstrap unbuckled during
impact or helmet came off during impact).

The set of first valid trials, i.e., no laboratory errors,
was designated Database D0 and was used to calculate
the detection rate for both devices. To maximize the
data for the validation analysis, tests were repeated if a
device did not detect an impact or if an impact was
cleansed. The sets of valid trials with the most HITS
data and the most X2 data were designated DHITS and
DX2 respectively. DHITS and DX2 were used to validate
the impact directions and magnitudes reported by
HITS and X2 respectively.

The following parameters were exported from both
systems: PLA, PAA, HIC, azimuth (Az�) and elevation
(El�). HITS reportedly estimates the impact location,
whereas X2 estimates the direction of PLA. All direc-

tions were transformed into a common reference frame
(Fig. 2). The reference accelerometers were low-pass
filtered (300 Hz, zero-lag, 4-pole Butterworth; New-
man et al.28) before calculating the 6 degree of freedom
(DOF) accelerations at the headform’s COG.31 Impact
direction (Az�, El�) was calculated from the 3 com-
ponents of the resultant PLA vector pointing towards
the COG. Data from each trial for PLA, PAA, HIC,
Az� and El� from the MLSH, HITS and X2 are pro-
vided in the Supplementary Materials. Representative
linear and angular acceleration vs. time graphs for each
impact site are also included in the Supplementary
materials.

Each sensor’s detection rate was computed as the
percentage of impacts with valid data (as classified by
the manufacturer) within the D0 dataset. To evaluate
impact direction, we calculated the mean direction,
standard deviation and focus for the MLSH and both
sensors at each impact site using spherical meth-
ods.20,23 Since the distribution of the direction data
about the mean was asymmetrical (Kent distribution)
for most sites, we reported the major and minor semi-
axes of standard deviation ellipses (SDEs). Validity of
the azimuth and elevation data was assessed using the
mean spherical error (dAZ, dEL) between HITS and
impactor contact location and between both devices
and MLSH directions at each impact site. If the 95th-
percentile confidence ellipse (CE) of the mean spherical
error (MSE) at each site included the origin (dAZ = 0,
dEL = 0), then the device direction was not signifi-
cantly different from the reference direction.20 We
also calculated the arithmetic mean and standard
deviation (SD) of the absolute angular errors, i.e., the
spatial angle between the sensor and reference direc-
tions, at each impact site. Spherical analyses were done
in Matlab (2013b, MathWorks, Natick, MA) using
SPAK library functions.23

To quantify the validity of impact magnitude (PLA,
PAA and HIC), we used general linear mixed mod-
els26,39 (see Supplementary Materials for more infor-
mation) and arbitrarily defined 3 levels of validity.
Level I validity was defined as an average intercept and

FIGURE 3. Impact directions and cumulative distributions of
error for HITS (red data) and X2 (blue data) as a function of
impact site (code at top right of each pair of graphs). The polar
plots show the individual test data plotted on a top view of the
helmet, nose towards the top of the page, and the portion of
the helmet below the horizontal plane (0� elevation, indicated
by the dark equator) is projected outside the equator (see
Legend at top of figure). Below each polar plot is a cumulative
distribution of the absolute angle error (|Angle|) of HITS rel-
ative to the contact point (red dashed line), HITS relative to the
MLSH (solid red line) and X2 relative to the MLSH (blue line).
The dark and light gray shaded regions in the cumulative
distributions correspond to 22.5� and 45� errors.

c

FIGURE 2. Definition of the reference frame and impact
direction angles. Also shown are graphical depictions of the
angular differences that were deemed significantly different
for HITS (5.2�) and X2 (2.3�) in our statistical analyses, and the
median difference between the sensor’s impact direction and
the MLSH impact direction for HITS (34�) and X2 (16�) across
all sites (see ‘‘Results’’ and ‘‘Discussion’’ sections for more
details).





slope that were not statistically different from zero and
one respectively for all impact sites combined. This
meant that on average the device correctly measured

the parameter of interest despite potentially incorrect
measurements at some or all sites. Level II validity was
defined as Level I validity and site-specific deviations in

TABLE 1. Mean direction (azimuth, elevation), standard deviation ellipse SDE (semi-major axis, semi-minor axis) and focus for
the reference (MLSH) and sensors at each impact site within each dataset.

Dataset DHITS Dataset DX2

MLSH HITS MLSH X2

Mean (Az�, El�) SDE (�) Focus Mean (Az�, El�) SDE (�) Focus Mean (Az�,El�) SDE (�) Focus Mean (Az�, El�) SDE (�) Focus

FH (2, 3) (3, 2)a 1.00 (4, 44) (8, 1)a 0.98 (2, 3) (3, 2)a 1.00 (1, 11) (6, 3)a 0.99

FB (69, 0) (3, 1)a 1.00 (61, 32) (15, 10) 0.91 (69, 0) (3, 1)a 1.00 (81, 0) (8, 5)a 0.99

SD (95, 3) (1, 1)a 1.00 (120, 27) (17, 9)a 0.94 (95, 3) (1, 1)a 1.00 (88, 216) (4, 3)a 1.00

RB (149, 11) (2, 1)a 1.00 (169, 220) (24, 3)a 0.71 (149, 11) (2, 1)a 1.00 (146, 27) (10, 6) 0.95

RR (179, 13) (2, 1)a 1.00 (186, 15) (50, 6)a 0.38 (179, 13) (2, 1)a 1.00 (180, 22) (6, 5) 0.99

HR (178, 16) (2, 1)a 1.00 (183, 222) (12, 1)a 0.94 (178, 16) (2, 1)a 1.00 (177, 10) (13, 3) 0.90

CR (3, 45) (4, 2)a 1.00 (183, 221) (18, 2) 0.73 (3, 45) (5, 2)a 1.00 (3, 60) (6, 4) 0.97

FM (17, 27) (7, 4)a 0.99 (6, 29) (32, 3)a 0.70 (17, 27) (7, 4)a 0.99 (24, 12) (16, 10)a 0.93

JP (72, 21) (3, 2)a 1.00 (69, 9) (34, 11)a 0.73 (72, 21) (3, 2)a 1.00 (90, 22) (16, 9)a 0.94

OB (59, 9) (3, 1)a 1.00 (56, 30) (10, 10) 0.96 (59, 9) (3, 1)a 1.00 (59, 21) (5, 4)a 0.99

E1 (57, 3) (4, 2)a 1.00 (41, 35) (12, 6)a 0.97 (56, 3) (4, 2)a 1.00 (70, 222) (9, 5)a 0.98

E2 (104, 4) (4, 1)a 1.00 (140, 229) (14, 7)a 0.96 (105, 4) (4, 1)a 1.00 (65, 28) (13, 6)a 0.95

Avg 2.5b 1.00 10.9b 0.83 2.5b 1.00 7.4b 0.97

SD 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.03

Average (Avg) and standard deviation (SD) of the SDE axes and focus values are given at the bottom of the table.
a Data distributed on the sphere in a Kent distribution (general bivariate normal distribution) rather than in a Fisher distribution (isotropic

bivariate normal distribution).
b Represents the radius, in degrees, of a circle with the average area of the standard deviation ellipses.

TABLE 2. Pairwise angular differences (errors) between the sensor and reference directions at each impact site for HITS with
respect to the impactor contact point, HITS with respect to the MLSH, and X2 with respect to the MLSH.

HITS wrt contact point HITS wrt MLSH X2 wrt MLSH

Mean (�) SDE (maj,min)b |Angle| (�) Mean (�) SDE (maj,min)b |Angle| (�) Mean (�) SDE (maj,min)b |Angle| (�)

FH 4 (8, 1)a 7 (12) 41 (9, 2)a 42 (6) 8 (6, 3)a 9 (5)

FB 17 (15, 10) 26 (22) 33 (15, 10) 37 (20) 12 (7, 4)a 14 (5)

SD 31 (17, 9)a 33 (15) 26 (17, 9)a 30 (12) 21 (4, 3)a 21 (3)

RB 33 (24, 3)a 50 (27) 36 (24, 4)a 53 (25) 18 (10, 5) 20 (19)

RR 24 (50, 6)a 66 (29) 6 (50, 6)a 66 (20) 15 (6, 4)a 16 (6)

HR 45 (12, 1)a 47 (15) 38 (12, 1)a 40 (16) 5 (13, 3) 15 (27)

CR 120 (18, 2) 111 (39) 155 (19, 3)a 141 (51) 15 (6, 3) 17 (16)

FM 4 (32, 3)a 39 (33) 12 (32, 5)a 42 (32) 20 (16, 11)a 25 (16)

JP 26 (34, 11)a 48 (13) 10 (34, 11)a 42 (17) 17 (16, 8)a 23 (10)

OB 18 (10, 10) 21 (11) 21 (10, 9) 24 (11) 10 (5, 4)a 11 (4)

E1 25 (12, 6)a 27 (7) 35 (12, 7)a 36 (11) 28 (9, 5)a 29 (8)

E2 43 (14, 7)a 44 (13) 48 (14, 6)a 49 (11) 41 (13, 7)a 44 (8)

Avg 32.5 10.9c 42 38.4 11.3c 49 17.5 7.3c 20

SD 30.4 33 39.1 35 9.8 15

Med 26 33 34 40 16 17

10 percentile 8 21 7

90 percentile 92 85 38

Data are given as the mean spherical error (MSE) and its standard deviation ellipse SDE (semi-major axis, semi-minor axis), and the mean

(standard deviation) of the absolute angular error (|Angle|). Average (Avg), standard deviation (SD) and median (Med) of the mean, SDE axes

and absolute angles are given at the bottom of the table. The italicized cells show sites where the sensor and reference directions were not

significantly different.
a Data distributed on the sphere in a Kent distribution (general bivariate normal distribution) rather than in a Fisher distribution (isotropic

bivariate normal distribution).
b (maj, min) means the angular arc of the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the standard deviation ellipse.
c Represents the radius, in degrees, of a circle with the average area of the standard deviation ellipses.



intercept and slope that were not statistically different
from zero for the 7 centroidal impact sites where the
impactor contacted the helmet shell, i.e., FH, SD, RB,
RR, HR, CR, and OB. This meant the device correctly
measured the parameter of interest for centroidal hel-
met impacts. Level III validity was defined as Level II
validity and no significant deviations in site-specific
intercepts and slopes for the facemask and eccentric
impacts, i.e., FB, FM, JP, E1, and E2. Level III
validity meant the device measured the parameter of
interest correctly at all 12 sites.

The models were implemented in SAS (SAS Insti-
tute Inc, Cary, NC) and Matlab using maximum
likelihood estimation (ML) and the Satterthwaite
method of approximating degrees of freedom. Separate
analyses were carried out for PLA, PAA and HIC for
each device and a significance level of p< 0.05 was
used for all tests. PLA, PAA and HIC were log-
transformed before fitting the models. To compare
with prior validation studies, we computed the mean
slope (b) and coefficient of determination (R2) for a
linear regression with zero-intercept between the
untransformed reference and sensor data across all
sites and speeds.4,5 We also computed the relative er-
rors [(RE, Eq. (1)] and absolute errors [AE, Eq. (2)]
for each site.18 Mean RE represents the expected de-
vice error over a population of impacts, whereas mean
AE represents the expected device error for an indi-
vidual impact.

REij ¼
xij � yij
� �

yij
i ¼ trial; j ¼ site ð1Þ

AEij ¼
xij � yij
�� ��

yij
i ¼ trial; j ¼ site ð2Þ

RESULTS

HITS detected and classified as valid 861 of the 896
impacts (96.1%) and X2 detected and classified as

valid 845 of the 896 impacts (95.4%) (see the Supple-
mentary Materials for a detailed description of impacts
classified as invalid). After including repeated tests, the
DHITS dataset for the validation analysis contained 878
impacts (2.0% missing) and the DX2 dataset contained
863 tests (3.7% missing). The two validation datasets
shared 825 common trials.

MLSH impact directions were highly focused
(>0.99), had low variability (average SDE semi-
axis ± 2.5�), and aside from CR, were concentrated
along the helmet equator (27� £ El� £ 16�) (Fig. 3;
Table 1). HITS impact directions were less focused
(range 0.38–0.98) and more variable (average SDE
semi-axis ± 10.9�). HITS performed best when esti-
mating impactor contact location at FH (MSE = 4�
SDE major semi-axis ±8�, Table 2) and worst when
estimating both impactor contact location and MLSH
direction at CR, where it reported most impacts as
being from behind and below (MSE = 120� and 155�
respectively, Table 2; Fig. 3). Excluding CR, MSE’s
averaged 25 ± 13� relative to the contact point and
28 ± 14� relative to the MLSH impact direction. Based
on the 95th-percentile confidence ellipses, HITS impact
directions were significantly different from all contact
points, and all MLSH impact directions except for JP.

X2 impact directions were also less focused (range
0.93–1.00) and more variable (average SDE semi-axis
±7.4�) than the reference directions (Fig. 3; Table 1).
X2 performed best at HR and FH (MSE = 5� and 8�
respectively) and worst at E2 (MSE = 41�) (Table 2).
Across all sites, MSE averaged 18� ± 10�. Based on
the 95th-percentile confidence ellipses, all X2 impact
directions were significantly different from the MLSH
impact directions.

Average absolute angular errors were similar to
mean spherical errors (MSEs) except for HITS at RR,
FM and JP, where low MSEs belied large variability in
the underlying data (Table 2). Low variability in X2
directions yielded average absolute angular errors
within 10� of MSE at all sites. Cumulative distribu-
tions of the absolute angular errors at each site are
given in Fig. 3.

TABLE 3. Average intercepts (b00) and slopes (b10) from the general linear mixed model (GLMM) for log-transformed peak linear
acceleration (PLA), peak angular acceleration (PAA), and the head injury criterion (HIC).

HITS X2

Intercept (b00) p value Slope (b10) p value Intercept (b00) p value Slope (b10) p value

PLA 0.591 0.0064 0.829 0.0014 0.200 0.0072 0.972 0.1445

PAA 2.368 0.0039 0.706 0.0029 1.697 0.0027 0.775 0.0027

HIC 1.170 0.0002 0.794 0.0007 0.232 0.0450 0.969 0.2640

The p values evaluate the probability that the average intercept (b00) and average slope (b10) are significantly different from 0 and 1

respectively.



FIGURE 4. Peak linear accelerations (PLA) and cumulative distributions of error for HITS (red data) and X2 (blue data) as a
function of impact site (site code at top right of each pair of graphs). In the upper panel of each pair the diagonal black line
represents the unity slope with a surrounding white region representing 625%. Equations in the top left corner show the sys-
tematic log-transformed GLMM results for predicting the MLSH data (a) from the HITS (h) and X2 (x) data. The solid and dashed red
and blue lines show the equation and 95th percentile confidence interval for each sensor. The lower panel of each pair shows the
cumulative distribution of the ratio between the device and the MLSH reference for all tests at each site. The percentages of tests
that fall within the 625% shaded corridor are shown in the top left corner for HITS (H) and X2 (X).



FIGURE 5. Peak angular accelerations (PAA) and cumulative distributions of error for HITS (red data) and X2 (blue data) as a
function of impact site (site code at top right of each pair of graphs). In the upper panel of each pair the diagonal black line
represents the unity slope with a surrounding white region representing 6 25%. Equations in the top left corner show the sys-
tematic log-transformed GLMM results for predicting the MLSH data (a) from the HITS (h) and X2 (x) data. The solid and dashed red
and blue lines show the equation and 95th percentile confidence interval for each sensor. The lower panel of each pair shows the
cumulative distribution of the ratio between the device and the MLSH reference for all tests at each site. The percentages of tests
that fall within the 625% shaded corridor are shown in the top left corner for HITS (H) and X2 (X).



FIGURE 6. Head injury criterion (HIC) and cumulative distributions of error for HITS (red data) and X2 (blue data) as a function of
impact site (site code at top right of each pair of graphs). In the upper panel of each pair the diagonal black line represents the unity
slope with a surrounding white region representing 625%. Equations in the top left corner show the systematic log-transformed
general linear mixed model results for predicting the MLSH data (a) from the HITS (h) and X2 (x) data. The solid and dashed red and
blue lines show the equation and 95th percentile confidence interval for each sensor. The lower panel of each pair shows the
cumulative distribution of the ratio between the device and the MLSH reference for all tests at each site. The percentages of tests
that fall within the 625% shaded corridor are shown in the top left corner for HITS (H) and X2 (X).



Neither HITS nor X2 achieved Level I validity for
PLA, PAA or HIC, although for X2 the average
slopes for PLA and HIC met the criterion but the
average intercepts did not (Table 3). Based on these
results, we did not test further for Level II and III
validity. Despite neither sensor achieving Level I
validity, we computed site-specific intercepts and
slopes to assess how validity varied across sites
(Figs. 4, 5, and 6; Tables 4 and 5). HITS was valid for
all three variables (PLA, PAA, HIC) at the SD and
OB sites, and valid for at least one of the outcomes at
2 other sites (SD, HR, OB and E2; Table 4). At many
sites, fewer than half of the tests fell within ±25% of
the reference value (4 sites for PLA, 5 sites for PAA,

and all sites for HIC) (see percentages in top left
corner of error panels in Figs. 4, 5, and 6). X2 was
valid for all three variables at the SD site only, and
valid for at least one variable at another 7 sites (Ta-
ble 5). At only a few sites did more than half of the
tests fall outside ±25% (PLA: 1 site; PAA: 3 sites;
HIC: 2 sites). The average coefficients of variation
across all sites were lowest for the MLSH (PLA
4.4 ± 1.2%, PAA 8.0 ± 3.5%) and two or more times
larger for both HITS (PLA 15 ± 9%, PAA
21 ± 21%) and X2 (PLA 8.0 ± 3.5%, PAA 23 ± 9%)
(see Supplementary Materials for site-specific data).

Simple linear regressions on the pooled data yielded
slopes significantly different from one for both sensors

TABLE 4. HIT system: site-specific intercepts (b00 + b0j) and slopes (b10 + b1j) for HITS from the general linear mixed model
(GLMM) for peak linear acceleration (PLA), peak angular acceleration (PAA), and the head injury criterion (HIC).

PLA PAA HIC

Intercept Slope Intercept Slope Intercept Slope

(b00 + b0j) (b10 + b1j) (b00 + b0j) (b10 + b1j) (b00 + b0j) (b10 + b1j)

CR—crown 1.758* 0.580* 2.106* 0.700* 2.241* 0.585*

E1—front Eccentric 0.972* 0.731* 2.484* 0.715* 1.256* 0.764*

E2—rear eccentric 20.405 1.005 20.888 1.127 0.227 0.869*

FB—Front boss 0.473* 0.892* 2.755* 0.668* 0.601* 0.964

FH—Forehead 0.803* 0.811* 2.178* 0.726* 1.526* 0.755*

FM—Face mask 0.510* 0.720* 4.894* 0.403* 0.820* 0.697*

HR—High rear 0.375 0.853* 1.159 0.784 0.958* 0.821*

JP—jaw pad 0.405 0.886* 1.884* 0.781* 1.122* 0.911

OB—oblique 0.046 0.985 0.012 0.973 0.480 0.967

RB—rear boss 0.966* 0.761* 5.163* 0.377* 2.023* 0.611*

RR—low rear 1.001* 0.765* 6.509* 0.237* 2.290* 0.622*

SD—side 0.192 0.962 0.159 0.976 0.498 0.960

The asterisk (*) indicates intercepts and slopes that are significantly different from 0 and 1 respectively. Italic pairs highlight those sites where

both the intercept and slope were not significantly different from 0 and 1 respectively.

TABLE 5. X2 mouthguard system: Site-specific intercepts (b00 + b0j) and slopes (b10 + b1j) for X2 from the general linear mixed
model (GLMM) for peak linear acceleration (PLA), peak angular acceleration (PAA), and the head injury criterion (HIC).

PLA PAA HIC

Intercept Slope Intercept Slope Intercept Slope

(b00 + b0j) (b10 + b1j) (b00 + b0j) (b10 + b1j) (b00 + b0j) (b10 + b1j)

CR—crown 0.182 0.944* 3.924* 0.455* 0.156 0.925*

E1—front eccentric 0.285* 0.927* 2.022* 0.733* 0.061 0.958*

E2—rear eccentric 0.307* 0.970 0.710 0.938 0.380* 0.910*

FB—front boss 0.079 1.009 3.660* 0.531* 0.056 1.047*

FH—forehead 0.163 0.973 1.488* 0.803* 0.193* 0.973

FM—face mask 0.607* 0.842* 1.174* 0.866* 0.588* 0.907*

HR—high rear 0.229* 0.965 3.689* 0.499* 1.059* 0.744*

JP—jaw pad 0.231* 0.948* 1.102* 0.798* 20.170 1.030

OB—oblique 0.139 0.999 2.012* 0.733* 20.038 1.031

RB—rear boss 0.215* 1.041 20.912 1.100 0.491* 1.069*

RR—low rear 20.039 1.029 0.611 0.933 20.021 1.034*

SD—side 0.004 1.013 0.881 0.906 0.030 1.003

The asterisk (*) indicates intercepts and slopes that are significantly different from 0 and 1 respectively. Italic pairs highlight those sites where

both the intercept and slope were not significantly different from 0 and 1 respectively.



and all three variables (Table 6). The coefficients of
determination (R2) varied from 48 to 63% for HITS
and from 56 to 90% for X2. The average REs for the
pooled data varied from 8 to 20% for HITS and from
28 to 26% for X2, but large variability in the data
yielded AEs that varied from 32 to 62% for HITS and
from 12 to 41% for X2 (Tables 7 and 8).

DISCUSSION

This study quantifies the validity of the HITS and
X2 mouthguard against reference sensors mounted
to a laboratory headform. Both systems are designed
to measure head impact kinematics in football
players and report the direction and peak kinematics
of impacts they detect and deem valid. In contrast to
prior validation studies,1,4,5,18,24,35 our protocol used

more impact sites, a wider range of impact speeds,
and multiple samples of each device. Overall, we
found that both devices detected >95% of impacts
and generated graded response data and consistent
impact directions at most impact sites tested. Using
our relatively strict validity criteria, we found that
both devices have limitations: (i) both sensors did not
detect ~4% of impacts, (ii) both sensors reported
impact directions that were significantly different
from the reference directions, and (iii) neither sensor
accurately measured PLA, PAA or HIC at all impact
sites. Overall, our laboratory findings indicate that
users should not rely solely on these devices to
accurately measure the direction and magnitude of
single impacts to a football player’s head at all im-
pact sites. Despite these limitations, both devices
generated data that are otherwise unavailable and
can be used to study football head impacts if the data

TABLE 6. Results of simple linear regression (yn 5 bxn) for peak linear acceleration (PLA), peak angular acceleration (PAA) and
head injury criteria (HIC) pooled across all impact sites and speeds for the HITS and X2 sensors.

HITS (N = 878) X2 (N = 863)

Slope b SE p value R2 Slope b SE p value R2

PLA 0.814 0.010 <0.0001 0.626 1.108 0.006 <0.0001 0.897

PAA 0.936 0.013 <0.0001 0.594 0.768 0.012 <0.0001 0.560

HIC 0.698 0.021 <0.0001 0.483 1.128 0.013 <0.0001 0.817

Values given are the slope estimate (b), the standard error (SE) of the slope estimate, the p value for whether the slope is significantly

different from 1, and coefficient of determination (R2).

TABLE 7. HIT system: average and standard deviation (SD) of the percent (%) relative error (RE) and absolute value of the relative
error (AE) for peak linear acceleration (PLA), peak angular acceleration (PAA) and head injury criteria (HIC) at each site for the HITS

sensor.

HITS
PLA PAA HIC

Site RE (SD) (%) AE (SD) (%) RE (SD) (%) AE (SD) (%) RE (SD) (%) AE (SD) (%)

FH 20 (18) 13 (12) 7 (26) 21 (17) 223 (35) 34 (24)

FB 21 (12) 8 (8) 3 (23) 19 (13) 231 (22) 34 (17)

SD 23 (7) 6 (5) 5 (12) 9 (8) 221 (27) 30 (16)

RB 8 (26) 21 (18) 4 (48) 39 (28) 18 (77) 57 (54)

RR 13 (45) 35 (31) 233 (52) 56 (26) 12 (106) 78 (72)

HR 30 (30) 32 (28) 92 (42) 92 (42) 210 (44) 36 (27)

CR 216 (38) 37 (18) 23 (35) 33 (24) 247 (64) 76 (24)

FM 136 (60) 137 (57) 62 (78) 80 (59) 208 (266) 214 (262)

JP 7 (22) 14 (17) 210 (19) 16 (14) 249 (30) 54 (21)

OB 3 (12) 9 (8) 26 (26) 28 (24) 223 (21) 26 (17)

E1 5 (17) 14 (11) 221 (18) 22 (17) 225 (25) 29 (21)

E2 48 (17) 48 (17) 215 (13) 17 (11) 56 (33) 56 (32)

Avg (SD) 20 (50) 32 (43) 9 (49) 35 (36) 8 (117) 62 (99)

Median 7 15 3 23 221 42

10 percentile 222 2 241 4 271 10

90 percentile 79 79 67 82 106 106

Average (Avg), SD, median, 10th and 90th percentiles for data and pooled across all impact sites.



are interpreted properly in the context of their
validity.

Head impacts must be detected to be measured.
Both HITS and X2 either missed or misclassified ~4%
of impacts. Particularly worrying are missed impacts (9
by HITS, 21 by X2), which could go unnoticed by
clinicians relying solely on these devices. A broken
battery wire, possibly from repeatedly removing and
reinstalling the battery, explained one of the missed
HITS impacts. Fifteen of the missed X2 impacts were
at E2, a site that generated head rotations about an
axis near X2’s accelerometer and thus may not have
reached its 10 g trigger threshold. Triggering on
angular rate as well could potentially fix this problem.
The reasons for the remaining missed impacts, partic-
ularly those at 9.3 and 11.2 m/s that were missed by
HITS (see Supplementary Materials), remain unclear
and require further investigation.

Impacts that are detected and classified as invalid
are a separate issue. Both devices have post-processing
algorithms to evaluate signal characteristics indicative
of impact or artifact, and some nominal rate of mis-
classification is inevitable. Users should be aware of
this issue and review invalid trials when they witness an
impact without valid data. Moreover, our laboratory
protocol could not assess false positives (non-impacts
classified as valid head impacts) and future on-field
work should explore this phenomenon.

Impact direction is a potentially important param-
eter because tissue strain and brain injury tolerance
appear to vary with the direction of impact-induced
skull motion.12,30,40,43 Aside from the JP site for HITS,

both systems reported impact directions that were
significantly different from the reference (Table 2).
These significant differences were likely due to the
paired nature of the statistical analysis and the large
number of samples (N = 48 to 80) at each impact site.
Indeed an a posteriori analysis showed that on average
our analysis identified significant differences when the
MSEs were >5.2� for HITS and >2.3� for X2 (these
angles are depicted graphically in Fig. 2). These small
angular differences likely exceed the accuracy needed
for measuring on-field impacts or calculating brain
strain in a model, and therefore we also calculated the
average absolute angular errors and evaluated the
cumulative distribution of these absolute angular er-
rors (see lower graph within each panel of Fig. 3). Here
we found that across all tests HITS directions were
42� ± 33� (range 7�–111�) different from the impactor
contact point and 49� ± 35� (range 24�–141�) different
fromMLSH directions (Table 2). Ignoring the CR site,
the average absolute angular errors for HITS
decreased to 37� ± 25� (range 7�–66�) relative to the
impactor contact point and 42� ± 21� (range 24�–66�)
relative to the MLSH direction. These absolute dif-
ferences are similar, though less variable, than reported
previously (31� ± 46�) 4 for data pooled from four sites
similar to our FM, FB, SD and RB sites. The cumu-
lative distributions (Fig. 3) showed that four sites (RB,
RR, CR and FM) accounted for most absolute angular
errors larger than 45� for HITS.

For HITS, the CR site was particularly challenging:
55 of 64 CR impacts were reported as nearly opposite
to the actual impact direction. HITS also reported

TABLE 8. X2 mouthguard system: Average and standard deviation (SD) of the percent (%) relative error (RE) and absolute value
of the relative error (AE) for peak linear acceleration (PLA), peak angular acceleration (PAA) and head injury criteria (HIC) at each

site for the X2 mouthguard.

X2
PLA PAA HIC

Site RE (SD) (%) AE (SD) (%) RE (SD) (%) AE (SD) (%) RE (SD) (%) AE (SD) (%)

FH 25 (8) 8 (5) 15 (36) 24 (31) 25 (11) 10 (7)

FB 210 (11) 13 (8) 67 (56) 73 (47) 224 (14) 25 (12)

SD 25 (9) 9 (5) 26 (33) 23 (24) 23 (14) 10 (10)

RB 230 (11) 32 (7) 12 (30) 21 (24) 253 (17) 55 (9)

RR 28 (7) 8 (6) 2 (65) 27 (60) 214 (14) 16 (11)

HR 29 (5) 9 (4) 50 (92) 58 (87) 27 (110) 39 (107)

CR 4 (9) 8 (6) 41 (72) 56 (61) 16 (18) 19 (15)

FM 3 (17) 13 (12) 4 (56) 31 (46) 211 (33) 27 (21)

JP 22 (12) 10 (7) 101 (43) 101 (43) 6 (25) 17 (20)

OB 212 (7) 13 (6) 32 (49) 41 (41) 210 (14) 14 (10)

E1 21 (8) 7 (5) 27 (54) 36 (48) 14 (16) 15 (15)

E2 216 (13) 17 (11) 214 (23) 20 (17) 9 (19) 16 (14)

Avg (SD) 28 (14) 12 (10) 26 (61) 41 (51) 26 (37) 22 (31)

Median 27 9 5 22 28 14

10 percentile 225 2 225 4 242 3

90 percentile 8 28 103 103 22 49

Average (Avg), SD, median, 10th and 90th percentiles for data pooled across all impact sites.



42% of RR impacts, 10% of RB impacts and 4% of
FM impacts as CR impacts (defined here as
El�> 60�).27 Side-by-side comparisons of test video for
CR and RR impacts that produced correct and re-
flected HITS directions did not reveal obvious differ-
ences that explained these errors (see Supplementary
Materials). Although large azimuth errors at the rear
boss occur in HITS for hockey helmets,1 none of the
prior HITS validation studies for football reported
these kinds of reflected impact directions for helmet
shell impacts. To further explore this issue, we con-
ducted follow-up tests using large Riddell Revolution
helmets (a model preceding the Revolution Speed used
here) since it was used in prior validation tests.4,18 We
found no direction errors in 5 CR impacts and one
direction error in 12 RR impacts. These findings sug-
gest that our direction issues were somehow related to
the helmet models, although it remains unclear if they
are due to design differences between the helmets or
differences in how they fit the headform. The Speed
helmet has a different outer shell than its predecessor,
has an interior comfort fit overliner and inflatable
liners. These findings also suggest that the HITS vali-
dation data presented here may be specific to the Speed
helmet model. Whatever the explanation for the inter-
helmet differences, validating a sensor for each helmet
model is not optimal, and further work is needed to
identify why the Speed helmets generated this problem.
Since previous HITS data acquired mostly from
Revolution helmets showed that concussions occur
relatively frequently for impacts to the top of the

head,14,36 resolving this issue is important for inter-
preting HITS data acquired from Speed helmets.

The absolute angular errors in impact direction
between X2 and the reference averaged 20� ± 15�
(range 9�–44�) and outliers nearly opposite to the true
impact direction were occasionally seen (Fig. 3). Like
with HITS, these reflected directions may indicate
rebounding of the sensors relative to the headform or
possibly some laboratory-related difference from
in vivo sensor performance. Nevertheless, the mean X2
direction errors fell within a 45� cone (±22.5�) and are
likely sufficiently accurate for many analyses of head
impact data.

Neither sensor achieved Level 1 validity for PLA,
PAA, or HIC, but X2 was close for both PLA and
HIC. The 95th percentile confidence intervals (CI) for
the average slopes for both parameters spanned one
(PLA: 0.932–1.011; HIC: 0.912–1.027), but both
intercept CIs just excluded zero (PLA: 0.066–0.335;
HIC: 0.006–0.458). These findings differ from prior
validation studies that showed both systems behaved
well when data from multiple impact sites were
pooled.4,5 For impact sites similar to our SD, RB, FB
and FM sites, Beckwith et al.4 reported slopes (m) near
one and significant coefficients of determination (r2)
when HITS data were regressed against reference
sensors (PLA, m = 1.009, r2 = 0.903; PAA,
m = 0.939, r2 = 0.526; HIC, m = 1.061, r2 = 0.787).
Likewise, for impact sites similar to our OB, SD, RR
and FM sites, Camarillo et al. 5 reported similarly
strong results when X2 data were regressed against

FIGURE 7. Schematic of impact sites for (a) HITS and (b) X2 mouthguard where all three magnitude parameters (PLA, PAA and
HIC) were classified as ‘‘valid’’ (dark gray shading) and where at least one of the three parameters was classified as ‘‘valid’’ (light
gray shading). Closed circles and capital letters indicate at least one valid parameter at this site; open circles and lower case letters
indicate no valid parameters at the site. Two letter codes correspond to the impact sites in Fig. 1 and the legend for the coordinate
frame is shown in Fig. 3.



reference sensors (PLA, m = 1.01, r2 = 0.90; PAA,
m = 0.90, r2 = 0.89). We found poorer results when
we ran the same simple linear regressions on pooled
data from our 12 sites (Table 8), although site-by-site
comparisons between our data and these prior studies
showed nominally similar slopes for PLA (difference
between 20.20 and 0.12) at all of these sites except for
the HITS facemask data.

Our results highlight two validation testing prob-
lems: (i) regression results from pooled data can
exaggerate validity; and (ii) pooled slopes near one
may be an artifact of the specific sites used for the
validation. While some researchers have proposed that
pooled data across all sites can be used to reach pop-
ulation-based conclusions even if site-specific data are
not valid, this logic is only valid if the impact distri-
bution in the study population is similar to the impact
distribution used in the validation. If, for example, the
population data were distributed like the impacts we
tested, then our results suggest that even population-
based data may not be accurate.

Head impact sensors should ideally be valid at all
sites to be most useful in answering questions related
to injury prevention and improving player safety. As
with any study, the quality required of its instrumen-
tation and data depends on the study goals. For
studying impact number or frequency, our results
suggest that both HITS and the X2 mouthguard are
appropriate instruments. However, for studying im-
pact direction and magnitude (severity), our results
indicate more interpretation is needed. Our site-specific
analyses showed that both sensors were valid for PLA,
PAA and HIC at the SD site, with HITS also being
valid at the OB site (Fig. 7). Of 25 reconstructed NFL
concussions, 8 were caused by side impacts,33 and of 57
concussions reported in NCAA players, 7 were de-
scribed as primarily coronal-plane rotations caused by
side impacts.36 Combining these data, 15 of 82 (18%)
concussions were caused by side impacts, leaving many
concussions outside the valid areas of both sensors.
Impacts to the front and rear helmet surfaces caused 36
of 82 (44%) concussions, but both sensors performed
poorer at these sites: HITS was valid only for PAA at 1
of the 4 sagittal plane sites we tested, and X2 was valid
for PLA at 2 sagittal plane sites and PAA at 1 sagittal
plane site (Fig. 7).

As with impact direction, our validity criteria for
impact magnitude was in part defined by variability
within the data itself. As a result, good accuracy at one
site could be classified as invalid if the variability at
this site was low, whereas poor accuracy at another site
might be classified as valid if variability at that site was
high. For instance, PLA at the E2 site was valid for
HITS but not for X2, despite 72% of the X2 data lying
within ±25% of the reference data compared to only

12% of the HITS data (see E2 panel in Fig. 3). In
recognition of the data-dependent criteria of our for-
mal validity tests, we also examined relative and
absolute errors of the impact magnitude (Tables 7 and
8). Excluding the FM site for HITS, average RE and
AE were low for PLA (HITS: RE = 8%, AE = 19%;
X2: RE = 28%, AE = 12%), and for HITS were
similar to prior reports.18 Since neither device rigidly
couples to the head, the magnitude of these errors
seems reasonable and could be included in some
analyses that rely on these data. At the facemask,
HITS routinely reported PLAs that were over twice the
reference values. Others have observed a similar pat-
tern at the facemask4,18 and attributed it to decoupling
of the HITS sensors from the head.4 Field data from
HITS do not suggest that front impacts, which pre-
sumably capture most facemask impacts, generate
higher PLAs than other sites.8 Thus more work is
needed to assess the field relevance of this phe-
nomenon, particularly since 14 of 25 (56%) concus-
sions reported in NFL players resulted from facemask
impacts.33

Despite not meeting our validity criteria, both sen-
sors can provide useful information about the number,
direction and magnitude of head impacts. Based on
our results, analyses of impact data could focus on
valid impact sites and exclude invalid sites. For in-
stance, injury risk functions calculated from side im-
pacts may be more reliable than those calculated from
facemask impacts. Knowing the regional validity and
errors of these devices can help researchers better
interpret analyses based on their data. Moreover, the

FIGURE 8. Schematic showing the headform position
superimposed on a lateral view of the low rear (RR) impact
site. The location and direction of the other mid-sagittal im-
pact sites (FH, CR, and HR) are also shown. The dashed black
lines and shaded region show where the geometry of the
Hybrid III and NOCSAE headforms are in good agreement.6



results presented here could also be used to develop a
calibration model for each sensor.

Despite a more comprehensive protocol than prior
validation studies, our study has limitations. We used a
modified Hybrid III head and standard neck that has no
hair, sweat, or nape. The RR site was close to the lower
edge of the MLSH’s occiput (Fig. 8) and the absence of
a bearing surface to simulate the soft tissues of the
human nape may have altered helmet/head interaction
compared to a human and contributed to the impact
direction errors for the RR site. However, the lack of a
complete bearing surface does not explain the larger
proportion of impact direction errors observed at the
CR site, a region remote from an edge and where the
headform’s geometry is humanlike (Fig. 8). The absence
of a nape might also be related to the missed impacts at
RR and RB sites (see Table 1 in the Supplementary
Materials). Moreover, the Hybrid III neck has limited
ability to translate horizontally and therefore yields
impact directions that are biased toward the horizontal
plane. The test-to-test repeatability of the combined
MLSH and linear impactor platform (without a helmet)
at six of our twelve impact sites is better for PLA (co-
efficients of variation = 2.0 ± 1.2%) than for PAA
(8.3 ± 5.8%).38 With the addition of a helmet and hard
impactor cap in the current study, within-site variability
increased for PLA (4.4 ± 1.2%), but remained similar
for PAA (8.0 ± 3.5%). Variability of the MLSH’s
accelerometers is likely much lower than the test-to-test
variability of the entire platform (with or without the
helmet), and since we performed only within-test com-
parisons between the wearable and reference sensors, we
believe the MLSH sensors provided a reliable reference
for these validation tests. Nevertheless, the ability of the
MLSH and linear impactor to simulate important fea-
tures of on-field use and performance remains un-
known. We also used only one common helmet,
facemask and chinstrap. Given the different perfor-
mance we saw from limited impacts to a different hel-
met, more work is needed to assess the validity of other
equipment combinations. Our analysis focused only on
PLA, PAA and HIC because both systems generated
these parameters and they have been cited most widely.
Other parameters, in particular angular velocity
change,40 should also be considered in future work.
Also, our results were governed by variability in the
data rather than specific error levels needed for biome-
chanical or clinical decision-making. Despite these lim-
itations, we believe that valid sensor systems should
perform well in a controlled testing environment and
that the addition of many uncontrolled on-field vari-
ables is unlikely to improve their on-field performance
compared to the laboratory.

In summary, we found that HITS and X2 mouth-
guards detected more than 95% of impacts between 3.6

and 11.2 m/s at the 12 impact sites we tested. However,
neither system accurately estimated the direction and
magnitude for all 12 impact sites and 5 impact speeds
for the helmet and headform combination we tested.
Despite these limitations, both systems provide useful
data, which combined with the error data presented
here, could be used to examine a number of important
issues related to player safety and justify rule changes
and improved helmet design.

ELECTRONIC SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The online version of this article (doi:
10.1007/s10439-015-1420-6) contains supplementary
material, which is available to authorized users.
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